POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji, December 14, 2018
Agrahayana 23, 1940

A power shutdown has been arranged on December 17, 2018 on Manipal feeder between 8.30 a.m. to 1.30 p.m. The areas affected are Odxel Chances, Pinto, Seawood, Vaingunin, Villasol Bunch Conductor.

Similarly, a power shutdown has been arranged on December 18, 2018 at BSNL feeder Status between 8.30 to 1.30 p.m. The areas affected are Fazal, International Centre, Landscape Town 1, Landscape Town 2, Marino Shutdown on 11 KV BSNL feeder for the work of Aerial Bunch Conductor.

And a power shutdown has been also arranged on December 20, 2018 at Taligao feeder between 8.30 to 1.30 p.m. The areas affected are Eleganza, Kevnem, Nagali Bunch Conductor.
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